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where the LJ.I. are matrices satisfying ( 48 ). Thus the problem of finding the possible equations for ele
mentary particles reduces to the problem of finding the possible non-completely-reducible representa
tions of type ( 44) with M(1) = M(2) • 
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Green's functions for fundamental particles are introduced. On the basis of Lagrangians de
scribing all strong interactions of mesons and baryons, closed systems of equations for the 
Green's functions are obtained in variational derivatives with respect to the external currents, 
in both three-dimensional and four-dimensional isotopic spin space. 

THE scheme of Gell-Mann1 for the description of heavy mesons and hyperons is well confirmed by the 
experimental data. On the basis of this scheme d'Espagnat and Prentki,2•3 Salam,4 Matthews and Salam,5 

and others have constructed Lagrangians that describe all the strong interactions of the fundamental 
particles. 

The purpose of the present work is to obtain a complete system of equations for the Green's functions 
of the fundamental particles. 

1. THE INTERACTION LAGRANGIAN. THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 

Let us consider all the strong interactions of mesons and baryons. Let the spinors A (x), ~ (x), 
E (x), and N (x) describe A, ~. and E hyperons and nucleons, and let the pseudoscalar cp (x) and 
the scalar k1 ( x) describe 11" and K mesons, respectively. Furthermore we assume that in the isotopic 

spin space A is a scalar, ~ ~ G:) and E • GO are pseudovectors, N • (~) and k 1 ~ (~:) are 
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spinors of the first kind, and 
'::'0) 

E= (i- are spinors of the second kind.2 

On the basis of Ref. 4 we write the interaction Lagrangian in the following form: 

L (x)= gl: "JP(x) j 5't1<p1 (x) N (x): +g2 : A (x) j 5<p1 (x) E-1 (x) + l: 1(x) <p1(x)j5A(x):+ ga ~i Tr ('t1't"-:1): I:; (x) j 5<p" (x) ~~ (x): 

+ g4: ST(x) "fs't1<p1 (x) E (x): + g.: NT (x) 0 (x) A (x) +A (x) a'T (x) N (x): + g6: FP (x) 'tl r/ (x) e (x) + o'T (x) E1 (x) '1: 1 N (x): 

+ g7: .ST (x) 't2fJ* (x) A (x) + A (x) OT (x) 't2.S (x) : + gs: 2T (x) 't2'tlr.l (x) o· (x) + OT (x) 't1E1 (x) 't2E (x):' ( 1) 

where ..Y = ..y+y4, the sign T means transposition in the isotopic spin space, * means the complex con

jug~t0e, and the matrices y are those of Feynman; 8 and e* are constructed from k 1 = (~:) and k1 

= ( ~-) •3 The summation over Latin indices is taken from 1 to 3, that over Greek indices from 1 to 4. 

The sign Sp means that the trace of the Dirac matrices is to be taken, and Tr means the trace of the iso
topic spin matrices. 

Let us also add to the Lagrangian ( 1) terms containing external currents, l~ ( x) for the 1r-meson 
field, and ry(x) and 77* (x) for the K-meson field, namely the terms 

L' (x) = 11 (x) '{' 1 (x) + oT· (x) "'i (x) + "'i·r (x) (J (x). 

Besides the ordinary Green's functions 

GN (x, y) = i (T {N (x(JP (y) S}) 0/(S) 0 

(2) 

(3) 

and so on, let us introduee generalized Green's functions in which the external lines belong to different 
particles, namely 

aNA (x, y) = i <T { N (x) A (y) S} >o/ <S>o ( 4) 

and so on. 
The variational derivatives of these generalized Green's functions with respect to the external fields 

determine the cross-sections for the corresponding processes. For example, the transition amplitude 
for the process 11"- + p - A+ K0 is proportional to6 

(5) 

where the integration with respect to p~ and p~ is carried out along closed contours enclosing the points 

Pt = (p~ + mk] i and p2 = [p~ + m1]! and U = u+y4 and U are spinor functions. The variational deriv
atives are taken with respect to the external fields, which we define as follows: 

<D1 (x) = <T {<p1 (x) S} ) 0/ (S) 0 , 

H (x) = <T {6 (x) S} ) 0/ (S)(J . 

2. THE COMPLETE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS FOR THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 

(6) 

( 6') 

In the derivation of the equations for the Green's functions we use the generalization given by N. N. 
Bogoliubov of Wick's theorem on the development of T-products of field operators. We assume that the 
spinors describing different fields anticommute. Confining ourselves to the strong interactions given by 
Eq. (1 ), we find the follovving system of equations for the Green's functions in variational derivatives with 
respect to the external currents: 

r -iT!' a:f'. + mN- glls"1 ( <D 1 (x) -- i 1)/(x) )} GN (x, y) = ~ (x- y) 

-- g6 ( 8(x)- i 81J.; (x)) Gt\N (X, y) -- g6't 1 ( 8(x)- i 81J.:(x)) G~N (x, y); ( 7) 
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[ -i'(l'- 0~1• + ms- g 4·;5-: 1 ( <D1 (x)- i i/(x) )} Gs (x, y) = o (x- y) 

- g7"=2 (H' (x) + i +) G_,=. (x, y)- g~-:2-: 1 (8* (x) + i - 8-) Gbs (x, y); 
ll'lJ (x) ll'l)T (x) (8) 

( 10) 

( 11) 

lr -i·rl'- _aa + mN- glls"k (<Dk (x)- i -1<8-_-1} G!vi; (x, y) 
xi'- Ill (x) J 

= g5 (~"~ (x)- i -.8-) G!,_~ (x,y) + g 6-:k (H(x)- i -.8-) G~1 (x, y); 
~Tw ~Tw 

( 12) 

{ -ir~'- 0° + m,_} G~-,;; (x, y) = g2'[5 (<1/' (x)- i ---:--) G~1 (x, y) + g5 ( H'T (x) + i ~ 8( )) G)v-:;; (x, y) 
XI'- ' . 1)1 (X) \ O'lJ X 

( 13) 

( 14) 

{ -ill'- f + ms- g4Ts"k (<Dk (x) - i + )} G~-,;; (x, y) 
xi'- Ill (x) 

= g7-r2 (H' (x) + i - 8-) G!,_-,;; (x, y) + g 8-r2-rk ( 9* (x) + i +) G~ 1 (x, y); 
ll'lJT(x) ll'l) (x) ( 15) 

(0 - fL;_) <D 1 (x) = - 11 (x) + ig1 Sp Tr Ts"1GN (x, x)- ig2 Sp Tr j 5GL,_ (x, x)- ig2 Sp Tr ~~G~-,;; (x, x) 

- ~3 Tr (-r:Lt 1-rk) Sp Tr j5G~i (x, x)- ig4 Sp Tr j 5-r 1Gs (x, x); ( 16) 

(0 - P.k)B (x) =- 'YI (x)- ig. Sp GNA (x, x)- ig6 Sp "r 1G)v-:;; (x, x)- ig7 Sp -r2G~~ (x, x) + ig8 Sp 't2't 1 G~~) (x, x). ( 17) 

The equations for GAN(x, y), G~:a;(x, y), G~A(x, y), GA:a;(x, y), and G~:a;(x, y) are analogous to 

Eqs. ( 11), ( 12), ( 13), ( 14), and ( 15). It is not hard to obtain them if we apply the appropriate operators 
acting from the right on the variable y; for example, we find the equation for G AN ( x, y) in the form 

The functions a(Jl<x, y) = i<T{ :a;T(x)A(y)S}>o/<S>0, G~~(x, y), G1£1?<x, y), and a¥§><x, y) 

satisfy equations obtained from Eqs. ( 14) and ( 15) by carrying out transpositions in the isotopic spin 
space. 
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The system of equations ( 7 ) - ( 17) is a closed one. This system of equations is exact; it does not in
volve any approximations. 

The system ( 7)- ( 17) must be supplemented if in addition to the scalar (} mesons there are also 
pseudoscalar T mesons. Some of the equations are considerably changed in case the hyperons (for ex
ample ~) turn out to have spin greater than !. 

It is easy to obtain from the complete system of equations ( 7)- ( 17) the partial closed system essen
tial to the treatment of any given concrete process, if one confines oneself to part of the terms of the 
Lagrangian ( 1). 

3 .. THE EQUATIONS FOR THE GREEN'S FUNCTIONS IN 
THE FOUR-DIMENSIONAL ISOTOPIC SPIN SPACE 

The system of equations ( 7)- ( 17) for the Green's functions not only is very cumbersome, but also 
contains eight independent interaction constants. To reduce the number of coupling constants, Matthews 
and Salam5 have formally expressed all the strong interactions in a four-dimensional isotopic spin space, 
without making any essential change in the d'Espagnat-Prenkti formulation of the Gell-Mann scheme. We 
shall use the interaction Lagrangian obtained in Ref. 5 to find the equations for the Green's functions in 
a compact form containing only three independent coupling constants. 

For this purpose we introduce the following isotopic spinors 

(N \ 
'~"= s}· oiC = (n 
c -iE3 iE2 

1} iE3 A -iE1 
and tensors E~'-" = ·r; iE1 A -l 2 

0 0 0 

.,.~ ( ~., - iq>a iq>z 0\ 
0 - iq>l ~), -lq>z iq>l 0 

0 0 0 01 

where (} = ( :; ) , 8 = ( :} ) . 
We write the interaction Lagrangian in the form 

L (x) = ~ : WT (x) r4I'p.l'" oiC (x) Ep." (x) + E"l'- (x) oi( 0 T (x) r "r p.r 4 'Y (x) : + ~ : 'f"T (x) r 4r !lor /lo 'Y (x) : "'~'-" (x) 

+ ~ Sp IP.l"'TPTai<XI~: El'-" (x) rsEpa (x) 'It' .. ~ (x): +-}I~'-" (x) '1!'1'-V (x) + WT (x) oiC (x) + o!C 0 T (x) H (x). ( 18) 

Here the r are matrices in the four-dimensional isotopic spin space, and 

We determine the Green's functions from 

G (x, y) = i (T {'¥ (x) 'YT (y) S} ) 0/ (S)0 = i , 8
1>

0 
(T { (~ ((xx)) NN: ((yy)) N (x) ~T (y)) S \> · 

, .::. 2 (x) 2T (y) J 0 ' 

GI'-";Pa (x, y) = i (T {EI'-" (x) Epa (y) S})0 / (S)0 ; 

G~~ (x, y) = i (T {'¥ (x) E~" (y) S}) 0/ (S) 0; 

Gt~ (x, y) = i (T {Eli" (x) WT (y) S} ) 0 / (S) 0 ; 

IT~'-" (x) = (T {orr~'-" (x) S} ) 0/ (S)0 ; 

( 19) 

(20) 

(21) 

( 211
) 

( 22) 
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K (x) = (T {:r (x) S} ) 0/ (S)0 ; ( 23) 

K*(x) = (T{~'·(x)S})0/(S)0 • (23') 

We obtain the complete system of equations for the Green's functions of the fundamental particles in 
the following form: 

+--· 

{ (- i1P-' ax:, + M1) o"~- 't Sp (T"r~·(aT~hs (n"~ (x)- 2i III,:(x))} Oa~,pa(x,y) 
= 413pa0 (x- y) + 8f 1 ( K*T (x) + i ll~x)) r 4Gf;E (x, y); 

{(- ijp.' a.~~'-' + M~) (I'"!'~- 13"~) + ~ (I'ml' n-omn) Sp [(Tmln -13mnh,T~TocT~l1s (n"..- (x)-2i_ 111":(x))} Oa~;pa(x,y) 

( 25') 

(26) 

= 2 (opa- l'pi'a)o(x- y)- 2f1I',, (K*T (x) + i IIHII(x)) I'nGf:dx, y), (26') 

(0- fl~) Timn(X) = -Imn (x)- if2 SpTrr4rmrnj5G (x, x) + ~faSP 1«T~TPTaTm1n·Sp Tq5Gpa;oc~ (x, x); ( 27) 

(0 - fl~<) K (x) =- H (x)- i ~ Sp r.r p.I'4Git'E (x, x). ( 28) 

On going over from the four-dimensional to the three-dimensional isotopic spin space the system of 
equations ( 24) - ( 28) goes over into a system closely similar to Eqs. ( 7) - ( 17), if in the latter we ex
press the interaction constants gi in terms of the fi by the formulas: 

'2gs = __,. 2g7 = gs =- gs = f1• gl '<=- FJ~ = f2, g3 = g2 =fa· 
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